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II.

FOREWORD

This publication represents a collection of papers which were

presented before the Second Northeast Extension Seminar of Th
e

Northeast Regional Committees. The conference, which was held in

Boston, October 11-13, 1966, explored the topic of "Resource
 Use Issues

and the Planning Process."

The seminar was attended by professionals in rural and 
urban

planning, economics, and sociology; landscape architect
s; educators,

agricultural agents; and extension specialists in forest
ry and wildlife,

area development, and public affairs.

Included in this publication are all papers which were 
presented

before the four committees and those presented before the 
Northeast

Regional Extension Public Policy Committee. They represent current

thinking in the field of resource use and planning.

Much guidance and support was given by Henry M. Hansen 
of the

University of Connecticut, and Joseph Ackerman and R. J. 
Hildreth of

the Farm Foundation to the Boston Conference and the publica
tion 'of

the papers presented there. Financial costs were underwritten by the

Farm Foundation and the Institute for Research on Land and Wat
er Resources

of The Pennsylvania State University.

Finally, we salute Jack Brown and Carroll D. Price, II who 
devoted

many hours to the editing of this compilation of papers.

John C. Frey, Chairman

Northeast Regional

NIP 
Extension Public

Policy Committee



PUGLIC AFFAIRS EDUCATION

by Mlliam N. Carroll*

• There are many facets to the Pennsylvania Cooperative Extension

Service public affairs educational program. I will attempt to demonstrate

the scope and flavor of the effort to involve people and organizations in

discussions and actions to facilitate the adjustment of human, natural, and

institutional resources to the impact of science on production and services.

PUBLIC RESPONSE 

Strong citizen support has developed in response to the comprehensive

discussion of resource use issues, the alternatives and consequences

offered in the Commonwealth.

In terms of society's aspirations, the Extension Resource Use Planning

program may be the most significant off-campus educational effort offered by

The Pennsylvania State University in the 1960's. Also, in terms of actual

and potential educational impact on the people of the Commonwealth, the

position of Extension Economist in Public Affairs is one of the most

significant staff positions The Pennsylvania State University has to offer.

It is most significant in size of "campus" (the state's entire 29 million

acres), in number of "students" (the state's entire 12 million population),

and in responsibility to involve the many thousand public and private

organizations in the lives of the people in the Commonwealth. My major

contribution has been a strong faith in people's aspirations -- farm and

nonfarm.

Individuals and organizations have sensed the Cooperative Extension

Service interest, and individual and organization participation in resource

use planning is steadily increasing from the neighborhood to the State

Planning Board.

* Mr. Carroll is an Extension Economist in Public Affairs at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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EXTENSI011'S INVOLVEMENT

"Rural Zoning and Resource Development" in the September 1959 issue

of Farm Economics was the initial Cooperative Extension Service statewide

identification with resource use planning. Citizen and organization response

was greater than anticipated, and by far greater than anything I have been

associated with since. Without exception, from the State Planning Board,

Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce, State Farm Organizations, and all state

agencies including individual township supervisors, came requests for

educational assistance. This marked the beginning of the Cooperative

Extension Service's Area Resource Development program -- initially called

Rural Areas Development -- as a meaningful educational effort.

R. G. Wingard, chairman of Forestry and Wildlife Extension, provided

an early stimulus by creating the Deer Management Seminar. These seminars

have included Edward Farrand, Extension forester, and Stanley Forbes,

research biologist of the Pennsylvania Game Commission as well as Bob

Wingard and me, since 1959. Audiences have averaged over 100 and have

exceeded 300. Discussions of deer-land use issues have given county staffs

much training in moderating large public affairs meetings. The involvement

of hunting and fishing groups at all levels of planning is steadily

increasing.

In 1960, Dean Jackson (since retired) recognizing the interest

of Extension, appointed a number of College of Agriculture Agindustrial

Adjustment committees. Harry Poorbaugh, associate director of the

Cooperative Extension Service, headed the effort as chairman of the Steering

Committee. Henry Fortmann, assistant director of the Experiment Station,

headed the Policy Committee. I acted as chairman of the Resource Development

Committee and served on both the Steering and the Policy committees.

CONFERENCES AND RECOMENUATIONS

In 1961, a series of Agindustry Adjustment conferences, involving the

faculty of the College of Agriculture and professional and farm leaders in

the Commonwealth, was held. The Resource Development Conference was held

in May with more than 200 attending. Following this conference, Dean
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Jackson appointed four sub-committees -- Water Resources, Wildlife Resources,

Soil Analysis, and Land Resources.

Specific recommendations included the following:

1. Creation of an Extension staff position for soil analysis.

2. Creation of a Fisheries Unit and changes in the Wildlife Unit.

3. A Water Resources conference on campus.

4. Creation of an Institute for Research on Land Resources in the

College of Agriculture. (During the Water Resources conferences

in November 1962, Michael A. Farrell, director of the Experiment

Station, suggested that water research by included in the proposed

Institute for Land Resources Research).

5. Creation of Extension staff positions in resource planning and

legal studies were suggested several months later in 1963.

The Institute for Research on Land and Water Resources was established

as part of the Institute for Science and Engineering and is not in the College

of Agriculture. I strongly support the Institute concept but personally

feel that the Institute for Research on Land and Water Resources would be

more effective in the College of Agriculture.

COMMITY PLANNING PROGRAN

In 1960, in cooperation with the Public Service Institute,

Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction, and The Pennsylvania State

University Institute of Public Administration, a program of Community

Leaders' Planning Courses was initiated in the Commonwealth. Each

course consisted of eight sessions and involved numerous Extension

specialists, county and area Extension staffs, and public agency personnel.

In my judgment and the judgment of the now retired director of the

State Planning Board, this joint educational program stimulated more citizen

and organization involvement in the development of the resources of the

Commonwealth than any prior efforts of the State Planning Board in more than

three decades. Certainly, the number of formal planning commissions has

increased greatly.
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The strength of this program lies in that it is comprehensive when

Extension participates. Response following the community planning courses

arose from all segments of the local communities in which the courses were

held and has enabled Area Resource Development education to be comprehensive

there.

The experience of working with the total community has been most

useful to Area Resource Development agents in sensing what local people

are seeking and the educational strategy to pursue. Since no two places,

no matter how small or large, are identical, it follows that the local feel

of relationships among men and women and their community is vital for

effective education.

The Community Planning program provides an excellent seminar-type

atmosphere for thoughtful people from all walks of life to learn about

planning procedures from a variety of sources. In addition, the courses

stimulate local ideas and strategy for resource development. Since the

courses include information about general legislative procedures, financing

arrangements, and specific community problems, they are ideal for strength-

ening area development studies and action projects.

Local discussions appear to be most useful when they are guided to

stretch local horizons and energize potential rural and urban leaders.

The primary responsibility of the Area Resource Development agent has

been to help local people determine program content and guide discussions

so they serve local community interests. Extension specialists provide

the "outside" science in rural land and water use planning. They are an

integral part of community programs that follow county and regional

training courses.

AUXILIARY EFFORTS 

Several publications produced by the University Cooperative

Extension Service identify Extension with a broad educational interest in

resource development: Special publications titled Deer Management in

Pennsylvania, Township Government, Rural Land Use Planning, and Conservation 

Living in Harmony with Land as well as numerous articles in Science for

the Farmer have greatly increased our audience impact.
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A study leave with West Penn Power Company and a sabbatical with the

Pennsylvania Department of Commerce have helped me to understand better the

interests and efforts of these concerns and also, I feel, provide them with

a better understanding of the Cooperative Extension Service interest.

IMPACT OF EDUCATION 

The resource development concept based on vitality of local leader-

ship, adequate financing, and resident professional assistance, coupled with

respect and use of resource science, is gaining widespread citizen support

at all levels in the Commonwealth.

A, mutual respect, based on personal integrity and professional

competence, between the Cooperative Extension Service and public agencies,

private business institutions, farm organizations, and civic groups in the

Commonwealth, has added strength to the educational effort.

Citizen commitment of time and finances to resource planning is at

a high level and increasing.

State legislation enacted relating to public concern over environ-

mental issues includes back-filling responsibilities of strip mine

operators, clean water definition encompassing mine drainage as industrial

waste, procedures for installing and operating sewage facilities, and

restrictions on property owner liability in access arrangements.

Resident instruction and resource research have been increased at

Penn State and in other Commonwealth educational institutions.

Most significantly, I sense an encouraging change in spirit. More

and more people are requesting guidance on environmental management. They

are seeking adjustments in institutional arrangements to adequately reflect

their concern for coordination between public agency and private business

decisions in resource development.

Citizen concern for land and water management, waste disposal, and

local governmental structure and organization provides the basis for Extension

public affairs education in the years ahead. I shall continue to urge

increased College of Agriculture involvement in research and both under-

graduate and graduate resident instruction in resource management.
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